Literacy

Computing

Independent Living Skills

Numeracy

Celebrations

Algorithms

Personal Independence

Number

Learn about bonfire night celebrations
and why we celebrate it.

Using a switch to operate objects,
toys computer games. Using the
Eye Gaze to choose songs and
videos to watch.

Explore objects linked to personal
hygiene routines and jobs around
the house.

Counting songs and games.
Learning number bonds to 10, 20
and beyond.

Learn and understand about
personal hygiene routines.

Learning how to solve addition
and subtraction word problems.

Learn how to empty and load a
dishwasher or washing machine.

Learning about and understanding
place value in two and three digit
numbers.

Make bonfire night food.
Learn about Christmas traditions around
the world.
Create an information book about
Christmas around the world.
Creative Art

Writing algorithms for simple
household tasks.
Writing algorithms to control
objects and characters on the
iPad.

Product design

Oak Tree Class

Design and make Christmas decorations
and food to sell to parents and around
school.

Independent Living Skills
Exploring objects linked to household tasks.

Enrichment
Film appreciation and board
games club

Explore a range of Christmas
decorations and food.

Vocational Education

Practice knife skills, learn how to
safely cut fruit and veg for a class
snack.

Going to the library to choose
films to watch.

Termly overview

Choosing board games to play
with classmates.

PSD

Science

Personal safety

The solar system

RE

Read a sensory story linked to
road safety. Explore sounds and
objects linked to travel training.

Read a sensory story linked to
planets and stars. Explore objects
of reference linked to planets in
out solar system.

Hanukkah and Christmas

Learning how to carry out household tasks independently.

Learn about road safety including
how, where and why we cross a
road safely.

Managing a budget and making
basic snacks and drinks.

Learn about safe strangers in
Kirkham.
Learn about staying safe on the
internet and what to do if you feel
unsafe.

Learn about how craters are made
on the moon.
Learn about the aurora borealis.
Learn about the different constellations in the sky.
What happens during an eclipse?

Read sensory stories about Hanukkah and Christmas. Explore objects linked to both celebrations.
Read information texts about Hanukkah and Christmas. Answer
questions about the celebrations.
Create an information text about
how different countries celebrate
Christmas around the world.

